
Side Opening Ottoman - Assembly Instruction 
 

• Remove packaging. Locate + remove the kit bag containing the fittings, these can be found on the inside of the ottoman. 

• Slide the securing fabric strap over the lid (don’t detach it), take care as the lid can fly open and cause injuries. There is a safety 

warning label attached to the product (picture below). 

• After removing the fittings from the inside of the divan, close the lid + slide the securing strap back over the lid to hold it shut. 

• Place the divan on its side or face down to gain access to the sockets underneath 

• In each corner you will see a metal socket, place the glide/castors into the sockets and apply force. 

• Once all the castors/glides are attached, stand the divan upright on them. 

• Attach the fabric covered rectangle bracket to the lid of the ottoman, on the non-opening side, using the shorter bolts provided. 

These bolts will already be attached to the lid. They need to be unscrewed and reattached with the fabric bracket. These bolts 

will need to go through the fabric and the pre-drilled holes within the bracket. The bracket is intended to stop the mattress 

slipping off the ottoman when it is open. 

• For split divans, place both halves together making sure they line up, ensuring the square corners go together. 

• Place the mattress onto the divan and remove the fabric straps from around the ottoman and lid. The mattress must be in place 

before you open the lid as ottomans use gas struts which are designed to lift the lid with the mattress. Careful, if there is not 

enough weight, the lid could fly open and cause injuries. 

 

• For linking split divans (see pictures below): 

-  Open the lid safely with a mattress. 

-  Where the two halves meet, place a U-shaped clip near the foot & head end, on the storage sections connecting walls. 

-  Linking the lids, there will be two gaps of loose fabric on the underside where the two halves meet, one at each end. 

- Once the gaps have been located, using the U- shaped clips provided, clip the lids together. Divans will have headboard holes 

at both the head + foot end making the product universal, these are marked with ‘Insert Here’ stickers. Only pierce the fabric at 

the end you wish to attach your headboard. 

- When attaching your headboard, make sure to use the wooden spacer block provided. They sit between the headboard and 

the ottoman to create room for the ottoman lid to open without pressure to the headboard. Use the long headboard bolts 

provide to run through the headboard + wooden spacers then into the threaded hole in the ottoman frame. 

 


